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Abstract:
Local wage setting is when companies in their collective agreements with unions formulate local
rules for determining wage increase criteria, in contrast to central wage setting where the
industry agreement specify the rules for all companies covered. HR-managers should promote
local wage practices more than they currently do. I identify reasons behind HR-managers (and
unions) skepticism towards local wage practices and go on to argue that in the end a local wage
practice will be better organizational-practice because it will develop organization specific
knowledge and this will promote discovery and develop organizational integrity. Hence, HRmanagers should embrace local wage practices because it is good for the organization, although
it means more work and higher demands on the managers themselves. The social outcome of
local wage practices is that firm-specific explorations in HR-management schemes is HRintrapreneurship which in combination with competition is likely to foster inter-organizational
learning and stronger firms.
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Performance Based Wage Structures
In management literature, where wages are considered within the context of a firm, wages
are considered the major incentive managers use to align employee interest and firm
interest. Even in terms of utility-maximizers, the employment relation is quite complicated
due to incomplete or asymmetric information. The employer (the principal) hires an
employee (an agent) to do work in the company. The problem is that the employee is not
only interested in furthering the goals of the firm, and the employer has only poor and
costly intelligence as to the extent that the employee is doing the best she can on the job.

Given the asymmetries, the employer needs to figure out the performance pay structure for
each individual (see Lazear and Gibbs 2015; Jensen and Meckling 1976). Most times these
pay structures are based on linking the individual’s pay to her performance. Such structures
are thought to align interests of the firm with the interest of the individual; more productive
behavior yields efficient firms as well as higher wages for each individual. The theorizing
behind such compensation schemes are simple; humans have a wide variety of interests,
and pay more for being productive. Taylor (1896, 89) described the function of his piecerate system in similar terms:

The system introduced by the writer… makes each workman's interests the same
as that of his employer, pays a premium for high efficiency, and soon convinces
each man that it is for his permanent advantage to turn out each day the best
quality and maximum quantity of work. (Taylor 1896, 89)

Such performance-based compensation schemes are available on the shop floor; in piecerate pay schemes, as well as in the top echelons where bonus systems tying the
performance of the firm to compensations to its top representatives (Bång and
Waldenström 2009; Pissaris 2009). Overall, individualized wage structures go together with
productive firms in theory and empirically.

The Swedish Case – localization of collective agreements
The Swedish industrial relations model is in a slow state of flux. One of the changes has
been a move from centralized wage setting where representatives from the “labor market
parties” sit down and negotiate the size of wage increases as well as the principles of
distribution, towards a new situation where wages are not specified in the collective
agreements but left to a more decentralized negotiation at the level of the firm.

The change is slow but seems steady. In its wake follows arguments of the impact of change
over the long run. Feelings about whether the change is good or bad seem to be based on
feelings towards the centralized Swedish model. The Confederation of Swedish Enterprise
(Svenskt Näringsliv) promotes local wage settings, whereas the unions have mixed feelings
towards the change. Falling union memberships and increasing wage dispersion (inequality)
challenge in particular the blue collar LO-federation. Perhaps this is why LO representatives
are skeptical towards decentralization. The argument LO representatives put forth is that
increasing wage inequality is not a recipe for Swedish success. Instead, according to LOrepresentative Per Bardh ‘a society with relatively small differences between different
groups are more successful. It produces people who think it is fun to go to work’ (Per Bardh

as quoted in Svenska Dagbladet 2011-02-18, my translation). The ideal of a wage policy
based upon solidarity continues to be advanced. The notion of ‘equal pay for equal work’ is
advanced as just and effective, for its elimination of ‘arbitrary’ wage setting decisions. And
who would argue against such principles? The resistance has to do with how the principle
of equal pay has been implemented, usually as ‘same pay for all who hold the same
position’. In LO rhetoric, the centralization of wage practices, with equal wage increases or
set minimum wage increases, is how equal pay for equal work should be implemented in
the labor market. And Sweden’s compressed wage structure after years of centralization
suggest that one outcome of centralization is more homogeneous pay.

Individualized wage setting erodes group solidarity
The most granular approach is the rediscovery of the individual: individualized wage setting.
Decentralization, letting firms (the local level) negotiate wages, is assumed to increase
inequality because local wage setting practices is taken to mean individualized wage setting.
Individualized wage setting is based on individual performance.

The principle of equal pay for equal work is translated to mean that given equal positions at
work, individuals who perform equally well should have same pay. Since there may be
performance-based differences across the same position, wages will differ within the same
group. The principle is still based on ‘equal pay for equal work’ but ‘equal work’ is
contested. And this is why it challenges LO’s idea on group-solidarity; the highly productive
employee will perhaps find her interest more aligned with the employer than with her (less

productive) colleagues. Individualized wage setting erodes traditional group-solidarity
based on similarity of interest between workers.

Individualized wage setting increases wage inequality
The Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (Svenskt Näringsliv) commissioned a study of wage
setting practices, Hjälpande eller stjälpande lönebildning, studying the effects of wage
dispersion on firm performance and employee wages (appendix by Heyman 2012). The tacit
hypothesis is that the more unequal the wages within the firm, the more profitable and
productive the firm. The report stated that ‘when the local wage setting is as limited as it is,
for instance, in the Swedish retail sector, the potential to reward people who perform well
is severely limited. From the employee’s perspective there is a very small incentive/benefit
to work a little harder or to learn to manage more areas at work. Highly motivated coworkers are not rewarded for their work and their initiative’ (2012, 7, my translation). The
report further states that even though the decentralized collective agreements are a step in
the right direction, they are still ‘limiting the potential for employers to implement
performance based wages’ (2012, 13, my translation) and hence without individualized
wage setting, even the decentralized model ‘limits the companies and co-workers potential
to build a wage structure that works well for the company, gives a good wage development
for the employee, and is perceived as fair by the employees’ (2012, 13, my translation).

With regard to wage setting practices, the implicit assumption underlying the study is that
local wage setting by definition means individualized wage setting (or performance based
pay). ‘Local’ then implies not only firm-level agreements on wage setting practices, but the

leeway to engage in individualized wage setting. In this essay, I shall sustain this definition of
‘local’: leeway to engage in individualized wage setting.
Now, the report further seems to suppose that the leeway to do individualized wage setting
will always result in greater wage inequality. But is that true?

Must local wage setting result in individualized wage setting?
If it is this clear, it is quite surprising that Swedish employers are not standing on the
barricades fighting for the right to set up individualized wage setting schemes or
performance-based wage structures. In practice, local individualized wage practices are not
as easy to manage as the theories suggest. The development of a whole field of
performance-based management (compensation and benefits) suggests the difficulty of
setting up a wage system. A five hundred page long handbook on the topic may be enough
to deter the curious (see Armstrong 2007).

Also, several studies show how individualized wage setting schemes can lead to perceptions
of injustice (Williams, McDaniel and Nguyen 2006), lower work satisfaction and
collaboration (Pfeffer and Langton 1993), all correlated with lower perceptions of one’s own
performance. Furthermore, the associated pay increases are often minor, which may make
one wonder what all the fuss is about (see Neu Morén 2011). Viewed from the perspective
of a personnel expert, who has performance goals but also responsibility for employee
health and development, the results of individualized wage setting schemes are best
described as mixed.

Embedding the local, contextualizing the decision making of firms
In a country like Sweden where unions have a large influence on the employment contracts,
the attitudes of unions will affect how decentralization is managed. For the most part, local
wage settings will increase individualization of wages. How individualized wages are
implemented is still not clear. And what type of implementation best fit the local
circumstances must be discovered locally.

For management and the HR practitioners a mixed picture creates a dilemma. In principal
agent terms, the HR practitioner is an agent. An agent, as we’ve seen, has potentially a less
profit-driven incentive structure than the principal would hope for. Given a human
propensity for status-quo bias (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler 1991), one suspects that HR
practitioners (as well as managers in firms) will prefer the current system despite the
potential benefits of change. Working out a local wage setting regime, means overcoming
sunk costs, uncertainty, learning new ways to think and coordinating the understanding and
expectations of others towards a new arrangement. If nothing else, it makes the job of the
manager more demanding. It may not be worth it if one has a structure that works
reasonably well.

Firms have developed ways to manage a centralized wage structure to fit its local context.
One way to adjust to the system is by increasing the types of specialized positions in the
work place; wage increases can be given to productive workers by giving them a new title at
work or changing the work description. Centralization is perhaps not as rigid as it may

seem. For that reason, the motivation to go local may not be as strong as one would
suspect.

The HR practitioner is responsible and in charge of the firms HRM-practices, which includes
giving the top management team (TMT) expert advice on how to set up the wage setting
policies of the firm as to best promote firm goals. HR practitioners are often also more
knowledgeable on labor law, and involved in the bargaining with the unions and writing and
signing collective agreements. And at least in theory, it is to the HR-department that
managers turn when wanting expert opinions on how to best motivate co-workers to get
good performance. Figure 1 depicts the way that HR-departments can be thought of as
middlemen or brokers when it comes to wage setting in the firm.

Figure 1: HR-department as middlemen/brokers between employees and employer
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Figure 1: A schematic presentation of the centrality of the HR-department (HR) as middleman or broker
between wage setting interest groups of the organization. HR take part in discussion of the top

management team (TMT) and their strategical decision making, including wage strategies (taking
collective agreements into account). HR translate wage strategies into policy documents that first
line managers (FLM) implement. FLM, with support from HR, negotiate wages with the Union.
The Union are depicted as lying both inside the organization, representing the local union club.
The Union are also depicted as lying outside the organization, as the local club represent a
central Union. The central Union support the local club in negotiations, and then HR support
FLM.

I would argue that HR has an important role to play when it comes to developing and
implementing wage setting strategies.

HR practitioners need to trust their local knowledge
Proponents of centralized wage setting and proponents of individualized wage setting
practices have one thing in common; they tend to assume that one system fits all
circumstances. Proponents of central wage setting presumes knowing that a 2 percent wage
increase is just right in all firms encompassed by the collective agreement. Similarly,
proponents of individualized wage setting presumes that an individualized performance
policy is just right in all firms because it increase individual productivity. There is truth to
generalizations, of course, on average 2 percent is right and on average individual incentives
tends to increase performance.

No single firm is the average however, just as no individual is an ideal type in the
sociological sense. Three sets of firm differences will be emphasized here to provide a
framework for discussion of local knowledge. 1

1) In Sweden, 68 percent of workers are unionized (Kjellberg 2019), but unionization varies
with the firm. In one firm most employees are members, in another almost none are. In
one firm union relations are mostly based on trust and cooperation, in another firm these
relations are mostly based on doubt and conflict (boxing or dancing). Sometimes there may
be several unions present. The quality and importance of unions is one factor to consider in
developing local wage setting practices.
When union relations are poor, HR practitioners may prefer a centralized system. It avoids
internal conflicts and at the same time centralization, as it imports the same wage setting
practices in the entire industry, hinders competition from other firms in the same industry
that may be able to pull off a better scheme. In some sense then, centralization hinders
firms with good relations with unions to become better firms.

2) Sociologists argue that a firm develop its own organizational culture; a set of values and
norms that help create a sense of what the firm is all about (e.g. Hofstede 2001). HRdepartments carry out employee surveys, measuring aspects of culture in terms of work
group climate, satisfaction with the boss, the stress levels, etc. The results of these surveys
are used to gauge the strength and weaknesses in order to improve life in the organization.

None of the differences brought up here has to do with what the firm produces and sells
because the argument is aimed at HR practitioners who mostly focus their expertise
towards union relations, organizational culture, and organizational structure.
1

The result of a strong organizational culture is employee loyalty, a good work ethic, and
little interest in exit. The quality of the organizational culture is a factor to consider in
developing local wage setting structures.

3) A firm has its own organizational structure and has developed its own ways of
coordinating the work of its employees. According to contingency view of organizations, a
productive organizational structure depends on its context, matters of technology and
market stability (a classic text is Lawrence and Lorsch 1967). Productive organizations with
mass producing technology in a stable market are called ‘mechanic’ structures;
characterized by clear division of labor and specialization, with rules and procedures
describe what to do and when to do it. Weber’s bureaucracy, and Smith’s pin factory spring
to mind. Productivity is mainly a matter of figuring out the most efficient way to do things
and then repeat. In contrast, productive organizations in a context in flux are called
‘organic’; characterized by work organized in projects, employees are less specialized and
work is more likely to be group efforts. Productivity may be harder to establish, and goals
harder to measure. The two idealized organizational structures, with different degrees of
specialization and formalization, differences extents to which organizational goals are easy
or hard to measure, are two factors to consider in local wage setting practices.

A weak culture may go together with bad union relations and with a mechanic
organizational structure. The point is that the firm’s HR practitioner will be the local expert
on these matters. She should know better than others what the local conditions are. Local
wage setting will give the firm the opportunity to experiment with a wage setting practice

that fits its local circumstances. Chances are that such a wage setting practice will be more
productive because it is based on local knowledge.

Discovery and innovation will be the outcome
Local wage setting would perhaps create many ways of setting wages, with different types
of outcomes. The outcomes may be more or less productive. Successful schemes will be
imitated, or adjusted to other local circumstance etc. Failed schemes will be reformed or
abandoned. There will be trial and error. The dynamism of the Swedish organizational
landscape would increase. The turnover of staff would perhaps increase, too. There would
be heterogeneous wage setting practices and people would perhaps choose a firm partly
based on its compensation scheme. Hence, local wage setting would increase competition
between firms. Hayek (2002) wrote of competition as a discovery process. What would be
discovered is better wage practices. In the end, this may result in individual wage setting
schemes, but maybe it will not.

Competition as a discovery process
To induce discovery based on local knowledge, there cannot be centralized collective
agreement stating how a firm should pay its employees. Collective agreements allowing
local wage practices is a small step towards a freer system where competitive discovery will
have a larger impact.

The resistance against a freer wage setting system uses claims of solidarity and inequality,
concerns that strike a chord in the heart of many Swedes. Local wage setting means that

the firm can bargain and come up with a system that best fits its situation. Concerns over
loyalty and equality, whether expressed by unions or by individual employees, are going to
be a major part of any firm’s situation. For a firm situated in a strong local culture of
solidarity and equality, the best local wage setting practice would take that into account. In
arguing for the merits of local wage setting, I think it is useful to emphasize that local does
not necessarily result in individual wage settings. I also think it is useful to discuss
performance-based pay structures in terms of ‘equal pay for equal work’. Getting
compensation based on how you perform at work is just in most peoples’ views, and takes
into account that two individuals holding the same job title may not perform equally.
Performance-based pay is ‘equal pay for equal work’ because it acknowledges differences in
work performance. A good local wage practice is no more arbitrary than centralized wage
setting.

Better firms, better HR practices with freer systems
Over time, overcoming inertias when a new system has taken shape, competition will have
helped us discover better ways to ‘manage’ human resources, to learn new ways to practice
HR and all that good stuff. It is a bottom-up process that we need, based on voluntary
agreements, exploration, trial and error, local knowledge and flexibility.
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